
On U.S. Holocaust Remembrance Day 
NO!  1933 – 2017: Never Again! 

Never again will we allow another 
Holocaust to happen to any people. 

 

Monday April 24, 3:00 PM 
Gather Outside the Museum of Jewish Heritage 
(36 Battery Pl) 
Procession to 26 Federal Plaza 
 

We will wear orange jumpsuits to represent the people forced into ICE detention 
centers. We will present Homeland Security head John Kelly with the Adolf ICEman 
Award (Adolf Eichmann was in charge of deportations to Nazi concentration camps). 
We will present Justice Dept head Jeff Sessions with the Joseph Goebbels (Nazi 
propagandist) Award for writing about immigrants as “violent… depraved… filth.”  
 

 
WE MUST STOP THIS BEFORE IT IS TOO LATE 

 
To all Holocaust survivors, their families, relatives and friends, and those who deplore the thought of any future 
Holocausts or genocide against any peoples anywhere; 
 

To people everywhere who stand with the Muslims, the Mexicans, the refugees, the immigrants from 
everywhere that have been vilified and targeted by the Trump/Pence regime in ways that echo the 
demonization of Jews and other groups in Nazi Germany; 
 

To all who detest white supremacy, misogyny, homophobia, or xenophobia and do not want to see a repeat of 
“make Germany whole again”; 
 

To all who refuse to accommodate, refuse to conciliate, refuse to collaborate with the Trump regime; 
 

To all who despise and fear the Trump regime and want to see it driven out; 
 

Join us in wearing the NO! everywhere... on T-shirts, jackets, uniforms, hats… In Germany, Jews were 
forced to wear the yellow Star of David, political prisoners the red triangle, and homosexuals the pink triangle. 
We proudly choose to wear the NO! to symbolize opposition to the Trump/Pence regime and its efforts to 
brand any new group of people as “undesirable.” 
 

After the Holocaust, millions said, “Never Again!”  If “Never Again!” Is going to continue to mean anything, it 
has to mean something now - when immigrants, Muslims, and people all over the world are being threatened 
by the Trump/Pence fascist regime in the most powerfully militarized country on earth. 
 

In the Name of Humanity, We Refuse to Accept a Fascist America. 
Drive Out the Trump/Pence Regime!  

646-851-6785   NYC@refusefascism.org   @refusefascism   Facebook.com/refusefascism 
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